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Most precise measurement

Thanks to NASA's Kepler and Spitzer Space Telescopes, scientists have
made the most precise measurement ever of the radius of a planet
outside our solar system. The size of the exoplanet, dubbed Kepler-93b,
is now known to an uncertainty of just 74 miles (119 kilometers) on either
side of the planetary body.

www.nasa.gov/jpl/spitzer/kepler/precise-measurement-alien-world-20140723/
The Most Precise Measurement of an Alien World's Size

Which of the following is the most precise measurement
...
www.wyzant.com › Resources › Answers
So the more numbers you have after the decimal the smaller the fraction, and more
precise that fraction will be. For example, if I ask you for 1.4 feet of rope or 1.4253 feet of
rope we know the 1.4253 will be more accurate because it gives me a smaller and

See results for

Accuracy and
precision
Precision is a description of
random errors, a measure of
statistical variability.
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rope we know the 1.4253 will be more accurate because it gives me a smaller and
therefor more accurate fraction.

Tool School: How to Get the Most Precise Measurements
...
https://www.popsci.com/diy/article/2009-10/basic-skills-vernier...
At some point, every builder progresses beyond the "eyeball it" method of measurement,
and as you build more complex projects, the tape measure is often not precise enough. If
you're assembling an engine or machining parts, for instance, you often need to be
accurate to within a few thousandths of an inch or parts fail and bad things happen.

The Most Precise Measurement of Antimatter Yet â€¦
https://www.livescience.com/62216-most-precise-antimatter...
Scientists have made the most precise measurement of antimatter yet, and the results
only deepen the mystery of why life, the universe, and everything in it exists. The new
measurements show that, to an incredibly high degree of precision, antimatter and matter
behave identically.

What is the most accurate measurement known? (FAQ ...
www.npl.co.uk/...is-the-most-accurate-measurement-known-(faq-quantum)
The record holder changes but at the time of writing the most accurately measured
physical quantity is the rubidium hyperfine frequency (known to 2.4 10-15 [1]) This
measurement represents 10 4 improvement on earlier measurements. For many years the
record was the measurement of the hydrogen maser frequency (known to 2x10-12).

Most precise measurement of the proton's mass --
ScienceDaily
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/07/170721095450.htm
By means of precision measurements on a single proton, scientists have been able to
improve the precision of the measurement of the mass of the proton by a factor of three
and also corrected the existing value, finding it â€¦

Most precise measurement of proton mass - Phys.org
phys.org › Physics › General Physics
What is the mass of a proton? Scientists from Germany and Japan have made an
important step toward better understanding this fundamental constant. By means of
precision measurements on a single proton, they were able to improve the precision by a
factor of three and also correct the existing value.

Which would give the most precise measurement? A) â€¦
https://brainly.com/question/850385
Which would give the most precise measurement? A) Find the distance between 2 cities
to the nearest mile. Eliminate B) Find the distance between 2 cities to the nearest 5 â€¦

Choose the measurement that is most precise. - â€¦
https://brainly.com/question/569097
Take a one meter ruler. To measure 23m (d) you'll need to put 23 of them end to end,
that's huge! To measure 1.2m you just need 2 rulers, and you'll only use a fifth of the â€¦

Level of measurement Flashcards | Quizlet
https://quizlet.com/20354365/level-of-measurement-flash-cards
the highest, most precise level of measurement; variable attributes can be ranked
ordered, the distance between them precisely measured, and there is an absolute zero

Physicists Made the Most Precise Measurement of â€¦
https://futurism.com/physicists-precise-protons-magic-moment
An international team of scientists employed highly precise methods to uncover the most
exact measurement of the magnetic moment of protons. They found it to be
2.79284734462, plus-or-minus 0.00000000082 nuclear magnetons (the typical unit for
measuring this property). The magnetic moment is a ...

Get Precision Measurement | heidenhain.us
www.heidenhain.us/Products
AD See What Precision Control Can Do For Your Business!
Our precision measurement and motion control products touchâ€”either directly or ...
Legacy of Innovation · Trusted Worldwide · Committed to R&D · 125 Years of Innovation
Types: Controls, Digital Readouts, Linear Encoders, Rotary Encoders, Angle Encoders
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